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Summary
This document describes two software implementations from our SWELL@Work tool set. The tool
set includes different applications: the SWELL board, a personal feedback tool, an e-mail
organization assistant, and the SWELL golden demo. In this document we describe two applications
that are ready for prototype deployment: the SWELL board and a personal feedback tool. This
document further includes a plan for an evaluation study to assess the effectiveness of the two
prototype applications.
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1 Introduction
In our connected workplaces it can be hard to work calm and focused. Ruff (2002) speaks of ‘plugged
in compulsion’ as “the strong need to check mail and the internet to stay in touch”, and ‘hurry
sickness’ as “the belief that one must constantly rush to keep pace with time”. Stress can either
directly lead to illness through its physiological effects or indirectly, through maladaptive health
behaviour, like smoking, poor eating habits or lack of sleep (Bakker et al., 2010). Certainly, some
amount of stress is not harmful and might even be beneficial to gain concentration and focus, but
extended periods of stress can be a danger to the health, e.g. causing burn-out.
In our project SWELL (smart reasoning for well-being at home and at work) we aim to improve wellbeing at work by supporting knowledge workers. We define knowledge workers as people who use
and produce information as their main task, and frequently use computers. Well-working could be
defined as “being and feeling in control”, with a positive impact on work efficiency and
effectiveness, work pleasure, mental and physical health status (see deliverable D3.8).
In order to validate the effectiveness of SWELL concepts, we develop SWELL@Work applications that
include the following (see deliverable D3.1b update):1.
2.
3.
4.

SWELL board;
Personal feedback tool;
E-mail organization assistant;
SWELL golden demo (including applications above).

The personal feedback tool provides personal feedback on working behaviour, currently based on
computer logging and input on subjective experience. The feedback approach is extended to a social
feedback board called SWELL board, which gives employees of an entire department feedback.
In this deliverable we describe the SWELL board and personal feedback tool implementations and
investigate the effect of using the Personal feedback tool in combination with the SWELL board. Our
research question is: Does the provided feedback make users in specific and a department in general
more aware of working patterns and (the importance of) well-being at work?
This document starts with a scenario description including requirements and claims for both
applications. In Section 2 the architecture and functionality of the SWELL board application is
described, followed in Section 3 with the functionality of the personal feedback tool. Section 4 ends
the document with a comprehensive setup for an evaluation study of both applications.

1.1 SWELL goals
1.1.1 Scenario
The following scenario provides the contextualization for the personal feedback tool and SWELL
board:
Peter is a knowledge worker. He is relatively flexible in his way of working; he chooses his own
working hours and how he approaches his work. He wants to make optimal use of his time and keep
his productivity high while keeping his well-being optimal. Peter spends a large portion of his time at
his computer, so information about his working behaviour can easily be collected via the computer
with a logging tool.

Since some days Peter uses our SWELL personal feedback tool which is installed on his computer.
The tool regularly asks for his energy levels and a computer logger unobtrusively keeps track of his
computer activities (keystrokes, clicks and application usage). The personal feedback tool provides
feedback to him in the form of a personal view on the collected data. Using these feedback plots
Peter has learned that his energy and activity levels follow typical patterns. He now knows that he
works most productive before lunch, when he has a high energy level. In moments of low energy he
is less productive and needs more breaks.
Moreover, a shared view for the entire department is provided via the SWELL board. This board
displays a fish tank, in which each fish represent the behaviour of a specific user. Peter especially
likes the fish tank view, which he regularly checks when he is at the coffee corner. Often he ends up
chatting with colleagues about the fishes’ behaviour. This has improved his awareness of working
patterns of himself and colleagues. Moreover, the contact with his colleagues has improved and
well-being at work has become a topic of discussion in his department.
1.1.2 System features
From a development perspective the following features are thus implemented in the SWELL@work
system (board and personal feedback):
-

-

-

-

F1: The system unobtrusively collects objective behaviour data (computer logging) together
with a subjective measure on work experience (energy). Our idea is that including a
subjective variable improves the personal awareness of well-being at work and its relations
to working patterns.
F2: For feedback, the data is visualized in an intuitive, easily interpretable and appealing
way. Our idea is that feedback that is easily interpretable and engaging is most effective for
gaining insights.
F3: Besides personal feedback, collective department feedback is provided. Our idea is that
department feedback stimulates social interactions, group awareness and openness, which
are beneficial for well-being at work.
F4: The user’s privacy must be warranted, no detailed content information is shared. We
think that respecting the user’s privacy is a key factor for employees wanting to use the tool.

2 SWELL Board
The SWELL board is a prototype of a reasoning and feedback system for individuals and groups that
could improve well-working in a typical office setting. The board combines some of the previous
work and results of WP3 into one working prototype that combine basic sensing using key logging
(uLog), a communication framework (AMPQ/RabbitMQ), central aggregation and analysis of sensor
data, and feedback strategies by visualization of data at a central place (like the coffee corner). The
SWELL board is be based on previous deliverable D3.8.

Figure 1: Visual depiction of SWELL board workings (in dutch).
The SWELL board is a large interactive screen that can be a placed at a central place at the office (for
example the coffee corner). The board shows visualizations of the state or mood of the group or
individual people working in that specific group. The SWELL board bears some similarity with the
Hello.Wall from Fraunhofer but the SWELL board does not sense the vicinity of people for
personalized feedback. The board shows graphical representations of human-computer interaction
patterns based on sensors. The primary sensor is a key-logging sensor that captures key strokes,
mouse movements and clicks together with information provided by the operating system: window
titles, open applications, application switches, etc. The goal of the SWELL board is to make people
aware of their computer interaction patterns by showing your sensor data in an aggregated way, or
by means of other feedback mechanism. To show results in a central place of a group allows
comparison with working peers.

Figure 2: SWELL board visualization.

2.1 Architecture of the SWELL board
In order to enable multiple users, the SWELL board needs a communication means that is crossplatform and can connect multiple sensors from different users. The RabbitMQ1 framework fulfils
these requirements: it is a robust messaging framework for applications, that is easy to use, runs on
all major operating systems, supports a huge number of developer platforms and is open source and
commercially supported.

Figure 3. SWELL board server overview with RabbitMQ message bus.
In the SWELL board, different analysis modules will be implemented for individual users as well as
groups that will map sensor data to visualisation via features. The balance board has visualizations to
show what users (or groups) are working on and how they are doing that.

2.2 Functionality of the SWELL board
As stated before, the high-level goal of the SWELL board is to make employees more aware of the
importance of well-being at the workplace. We aim to do this by showing a visualization of the
activity of the department and its individual employees. The board allows to see patterns in the type
of applications used (word processing, mail, browsing, etc.), and allows to compare the behaviour of
employees amongst each other. More specifically, the board offers the following functionality:










The board shows one fish for each employee. The colour of the fish is personalized, each
employee gets to choose their own colour pattern. This makes the board semi-anonymous.
No names are shown, but if a colleague lets you know the colours of their fish, you can
follow their behaviour.
The y-position of each fish represents the energy level of the corresponding employee. The
higher the energy level, the higher (i.e. closer to the water surface), the fish will swim in the
tank. A low energy level will cause a fish to swim deeper, i.e. closer to the ground. Energy
levels are determined by explicitly asking employees to indicate how energetic they feel
from time to time using the personal feedback tool.
The speed in the x-direction (i.e. speed of horizontal movement) of a fish is determined by
how fast the corresponding employee is typing or clicking with their mouse. This activity is
measured by the uLog application installed on the employee’s PC.
The number of changes in direction per time unit represents the number of changes in
applications used per time unit. If an employee switches between applications often, their
fish will change directions often, giving a ‘restless’ behaviour. Whether or not there is a
change in application use, a fish will always change direction at both ends of the fish tank.
At the bottom of the fish tanks a couple of plants appear. Each plant represents a group of
applications of the same type. There is a plant for emailing’ for instance, representing the
use of Outlook. The height of each plant shows how many employees are working with that
kind of application at that moment. The current board shows four plants, representing ‘word
processing’, ‘emailing’, ‘creating presentations’, and ‘browsing the web’.

3 Personal Feedback Tool
The Personal Feedback tool is a computer program that is used during real-world office work. It gives
the knowledge worker awareness on his working patterns and energy levels during the work week
and helps him gain a healthy work style. This tool is related to the module ‘Time and stress monitor’
and ‘Workload coaching assistant’, as described in the Functional design deliverable (D3.1a).

3.1 Functionality
Our tool helps knowledge workers to manage stress by changing their working behavior, in
particular by balancing energy levels by learning which activities cost and give them energy and
taking rests when needed. Energy (besides involvement and efficacy)is an important aspect of job

engagement, which is the positive antithesis of burn-out (Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter, 2001).
Moreover, research on stress and burnout is often focused around job demands, which typically cost
you energy, and resources, which typically give you energy (e.g. Demerouti et al. , 2001). Balancing
these is important for well-being at work. Our Personal feedback tool has a sense, reason and act
part that are described now.

3.2 Sense
The Personal feedback tool uses computer logging software1 to monitor a knowledge worker during
his or her workday. The following computer behavior is collected:
-

amount of typing
amount of clicking and
applications used

Moreover, the Personal feedback tool asks the user for subjective input. In regular intervals it asks
the user for his experienced energy level:

Research has shown that progress in meaningful work makes people happy and content (Amabile &
Cramer, 2011), so awareness on achievement is good for well-being at work. Therefore, the user can
also input his achievements whenever he wishes.

1
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3.3 Reason
The deliverable ‘Functional design of the reasoning components in the SWELL@work tool’ (D3.1)
describes the ‘Time and stress monitor’ module with the following functionalities (some are
implemented already):
-

-

-

-

Give insight in the distribution of work time over computer work, breaks and meetings
o In the first version of the Personal Feedback tool computer logging data is used,
aggregated real-time and displayed to give the user information on his working
behavior. In later versions, information from the calendar might be added.
Give insight in activities and stress levels
o In the first version of the Personal Feedback tool, the energy level is only set by
asking the user. In later versions an estimate of energy could be made based on
typical rhythms (eg. the circadian and ultradian rhythm, see e.g. Reinberg and
Smolensky, 1983) and correlations of energy changes with certain tasks or computer
behaviors. Based on initial research some stereotypical profiles might be created
(e.g. ‘early bird’ who is most focused and productive in the morning).
Give insight in the distribution of work time over task activities
o In later versions task recognition could be implemented in the tool to give deeper
insight into spent time. See the deliverable ‘uLog: Task level analysis of computer
interaction data’ (D3.8) for a description of the basic idea.
Give insight in the distribution of work time over projects
o In later versions topic recognition might be enabled using term-extraction methods
as described in Deliverable 3.6.

Finally the timing of pop-ups for user input and the timing and messages for feedback to the user
could be optimized and adapted to the user’s preferences.

3.4 Act
The main idea is to apply the mechanisms of ‘self-monitoring’ and ‘suggestion’ for behavioral
change (see Introduction of deliverable Theoretical framework for behavioral change (D1.5a)). Aarts
and De Ruyter (2009) describe the mechanism of self-monitoring in this context as “allowing people
to monitor themselves and informing them about how they could modify their behavior” and the
mechanism of ‘suggestion’ as “reminding people to perform certain behavior at opportune
moments”. The Personal feedback tool provides various forms of feedback to this end:
In the Tray, a battery icon is depicted showing the current energy level. This can give the user more
awareness of his energy level and needs for taking breaks. In case the energy level drops below 10%
a break is suggested.

The tool can also take snapshots of the users face and screen, for example when energy is below
10%. This should be a mirror to the user. By seeing his facial expressions (in a self-reflection
moment) he could become more aware of his mental state. The user can decide to save the
snapshots and view them later. This could be insightful for checking which screenshots, i.e. which
work activities are associated with low energy.(This method is used as precursor for the
development of machine classification of facial expressions to automatically measure stress related
mental states.)

Moreover, a viewer can be opened showing:
-

Activity patterns (amount of clicks, characters, appChanges and energy level). This can give
the user insight in typical computer behavior patterns and fluctuations in energy levels. This
view could be extended with displaying an overview of applications used or tasks performed
to gain an even deeper understanding on tasks that bring and cost energy.
o Per week (mock-up data):

o

Zoomed in (real data for 1 work day):

(red = energy (asked to user), blue = keystrokes, green = clicks, yellow = appChanges, per 5 minutes)

-

An achievement diary showing the achievements of the week. This gives the user a feeling of
achievement and being in control, and could improve planning and self-efficacy.

The user can access this data anytime and navigate through the past weeks.

The tools support could be extended by adding more functionality from the module ‘Workload
coaching assistant’ as described in the Functional design deliverable (D3.1):
-

Give the user awareness of healthy norms, e.g. tips for breaks.
Help the user focus his attention.
Support the user with his to-do list and planning.

Moreover the specific style of feedback could be tailored to the characteristics of the user.

4 User study
In an explorative user study we want to evaluate the effect of the Personal Feedback tool in
combination with the SWELL board on the employees of an department. Our interests are twofold:
First of all we want to evaluate whether our ideas on the features for the tool (described in Section
1.1.2) have the desired effect. This can be seen as a first step in an iterative agile software
development process, which helps us to improve the tools in the next iteration. Secondly we aim to
collect annotated user data for further algorithm design, such that energy levels might in the future
be estimated based on sensor information.
Regarding our first goal of testing ideas for system features, our main research question is: What
insights do employees gain from seeing working and energy patterns trough time? We are
specifically interested in personal and group awareness of working behaviour and the effects of this
awareness on managing well-being at work. Regarding the SWELL board we are specifically
interested in the social effects such a tool can have, like more openness and interaction among
colleagues and making well-being at work a topic to discuss. Our hypothesis is that more social
interactions are beneficial to well-being at work as this might be a buffer against stress. Moreover,
we are interested in an general evaluation of the developed tools: Is the provided feedback
insightful, how do users feel about their privacy and trust and what are the strong and weak points
of the tools?
Regarding our second aim on data collection, we want to investigate whether there are typical
patterns in computer activity and energy levels throughout the day. A correlation between the two
could enable automatic user energy estimation, in which case user input might be unnecessary in
the future.
Expected results of this study are therefore also twofold. First of all, the evaluation of our ideas will
result in a list of recommendations for the further development of our tool. Secondly, the data
collection will result in a dataset of computer activity, annotated with activity labels by the user for
further analysis. In the following section the experimental method is described in more detail.

4.1 Participants
Employees from within TNO (and Noldus) departments will participate in our user study. We aim to
find 20 volunteers.

4.2 Design
We use a within subject design to investigate the difference between the situation before and after
the use of the Personal Feedback tool + SWELL board.

4.3 Dependent variables
We use questionnaires and measurements in the coffee corner to measure several dependent
variables that relate to the claims we presented in section 1.1.2.
Pre- and post test questionnaire (before and after placement of the SWELL board):
-

Q1: Personal awareness (-> testing C1)
o I am aware of my personal working patterns. ( 0-5)
o I know how my working patterns relate to my well-being at work. (0-5)

-

-

-

o I think of how to accomplish a good level of well-being at work. (0-5)
o What insights did you gain about yourself? (open)
Q2: Group awareness (-> testing C3)
o I am aware of my colleagues’ working patterns. ( 0-5)
o I know how my colleagues working patterns relate to their well-being at work. (0-5)
o I support my colleagues to gain a good level of well-being at work. (0-5)
o What insights did you gain about your colleagues? (open)
Q3: Privacy/ Trust (-> testing C4)
o I feel comfortable in providing data to the tool. (0-5)
o I feel comfortable in sharing work related information with my colleagues. (0-5)
o What advantages do you see in logging data for yourself or colleagues? (open)
For each item where pre- and post-test scores differ, the user is asked to give an
explanation:
o You scored this item higher/lower after use of the SWELL tool. Could you explain
why? (open)

Post-test questionnaire:
-

-

-

Q4: Social effect of the tool (-> testing C3)
o I talked more about working patterns and well-being at work with colleagues. (0-5)
o There was more interaction than usual among colleagues. (0-5)
o The social effect was beneficial to my well-being at work. (0-5)
o Remarks (open)
Q5: Effectiveness of the feedback (-> testing C2)
o The feedback was easy to understand (intuitive). (0-5)
o The fish was representative of my behaviour. (0-5)
o I like the feedback form (fish tank). (0-5)
o Remarks (open)
Q6: Strengths and weaknesses of the tool
o Which functionality did you like? (open)
o Which functionality did you miss? (open)
o Do you see a long term use for the tool? (open)

Moreover, a measurement of the coffee corner before and during the use of the SWELL board will
be performed. Volume measurements and snapshots will be taken during specified 10 minute
intervals for further analysis of the social effect of the tool.
Optionally, experience sampling will be used to access which topics the users discussed with their
colleagues. When a user resumes his work, a pop-up asks him which category their held
conversation fit (private, project, work patterns, well-being).

4.4 Apparatus and materials
The computer logging software uLog2 including the SWELL plugin (see deliverable D3.8) is installed
on the participants computers. Moreover, the users run the Personal feedback tool on their
computer. A server with a RabbitMQ bus is running to which the uLog and energy input data is sent
(see deliverable D3.8 for details). From there the data is fetched and stored in a database. This data
is then processed by a program on the server to create the SWELL board visualization of the fish
tank. A screen is placed as feedback board in the coffee corner.
Besides technical equipment for enabling the SWELL board we use recording equipment in the
coffee corner. A camera is used to take several snapshots and a microphone is used to record the
volume level during specified intervals. Finally, questionnaires with the questions listed above are
used to access the effects of the SWELL board.

4.5 Procedure

Baseline phase (1 week)
Pre-test
(week 1)

Baseline
measurement

Questionnaire

Coffee corner,
uLog (optional)

Personal feedback
tool & SWELL
board introduced

The user study takes 8 weeks. The first week is used for collecting baseline data. The following 7
weeks constitute the experimental phase in which the Personal Feedback tool and SWELL board are
used.
Experimental phase (7 weeks)
FollowExperimental
Post-test
up
measurement
(week4)
(week 8)
Coffee corner,
uLog & energy levels

Questionnaire

In the baseline phase, participants fill in the pre-test questionnaire. Measurements of the coffee
corner without the SWELL board are made. Preferably the participants install uLog and run it every
day in order to record baseline computer activity data.
After one week, the experimental phase starts and the SWELL feedback board is placed in the coffee
corner. Participants install the Personal Feedback tool. During their workday the tool runs in the
background. Pop-ups for inputting energy levels are presented every 40 minutes. At any time during
the experimental phase, the participant can access his personal data view from his own computer.
Moreover he and all colleagues can see the SWELL board view at the coffee corner at any time. In
order to allow a user to see his own real-time data on the SWELL board, we decided to add a time
lag of 5 minutes for the SWELL board visualization. Again, measurements of the coffee corner are
made during several 10-minute intervals throughout the day. After 3 weeks of the experimental
phase a post-test questionnaire will be provided to evaluate the experienced effects. The users can
then continue using the tool for 4 more weeks. At the end of this period a follow-up questionnaireis
handed out to investigate the effects of longer term use, eroding the ‘newness’ effect of the SWELL
board.
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4.6 Data analyses
In this explorative user study we will perform two sorts of analyses. Qualitative analysis of the
questionnaire data will be performed to evaluate our ideas for the tools Correlation analysis and
possibilities for machine learning will be investigated with the annotated data set.
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